VIZ ARENA

EXECUTIVE BRIEF

Elevate and
monetize
your game with
real-time 3D
virtual graphics

Viz Arena is Vizrt’s pioneering solution to best
enhance any live sports coverage to help you create
the competitive advantages you need to resolve
the challenge of intense media competition as a
broadcaster or rights-holder.
Viz Arena combines groundbreaking technology to
a flexible and easy-to-use tool to add real-time 3D
virtual graphics (AR) to every sports coverage.
It enables you to remain attractive to your
audiences, advertising clients, and sponsors by
diversifying your offering with immersive live sports
experiences that build viewer loyalty and coverage
pick-up. It empowers you to amplify the commercial
value of your advertising and sponsoring portfolio
by targeting different audiences or regions - for
every event and any sport.

Learn more at vizrt.com

BEST APPEARANCE
OF LIVE EDITORIAL
GRAPHICS
AND IN-GAME
ADVERTISING 100% FAIL-SAFE

Resolve the challenge of
viewer engagement
Based on unrivaled image-based tracking, advanced
keying technology powered by Viz AI, and flexible
control, Viz Arena superimposes hyper-real virtual 3D
graphics over any background in a simple workflow. It
lets you add a new level of information and depth to your
sports coverage with accessible, more descriptive, data-rich
content and visualizations that immerses your audience and
builds viewer loyalty. Easily integrate live data to visualize
match-related insights tied-to-field like Down&Distance,
Offside line, the shot-clock, or attach graphics to a player
above the field. All graphics can be shown live as the game
unfolds or as quick in-game replays.

Monetize your game
Virtual advertising allows revenue constraints to
break free from the physical limitations of available
advertising and sponsoring inventory. Viz Arena provides
the toolset to extend your sponsoring portfolio to more
assets and increase effectiveness by supporting audience
segmentation and targeting different regions or platforms.
Rights holders and brands can maximize the commercial
potential of sports sponsorship and live in-game advertising
by enabling it to be split amongst multiple sponsors.

Raise the value of every production
Viz Arena has been designed to work with multilateral
feeds (clean or dirty) in a downstream workflow and
is usually operated from the broadcast center without
any equipment or operators at the venue. Based on
unparalleled image-based camera tracking engine and
image processing technology, this enables tracking of
cameras in real-time based on a video feed only and makes it
possible to apply virtual graphics to the field from the studio.
Viz Arena delivers striking results for consistent augmented
reality content across every match, even if geographically
dispersed, saving costs and resources.

Learn more at vizrt.com
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Non-intrusive operation, full control
Viz Arena’s image-based technology delivers stunning
results without affecting the production. It is a costefficient, scalable, and easy-to-implement alternative to
mechanical tracking that is neutral to ambient conditions
like weather or lack of space. It relies on a turn-key OneBox
setup with a fast One-Click-installer and a simple calibration
process, so you are ready to go in no time. Viz Arc, Vizrt’s
innovative AR control application, guarantees comprehensive
control of all processes and workflows from a single interface
before and during the production.

Perfect automation for error-free
results
Viz Arena’s unrivaled keying capabilities can be
enhanced with AI-powered Keyers that automate color
keying based on dedicated algorithms trained for
each sport. Viz AI dynamically masters specific ambient
conditions traditional keyers were unable to solve. As a
result, real and virtual logos, cam carpets, and ads become
indistinguishable, and the visual quality of graphicsenhanced sports productions increases significantly.
With an initial focus on Basketball and Soccer, the built-in
algorithm has auto-pipeline training to quickly advance
other sports.
Viz Arena’s Advanced Cut Detection is the only solution
on the market that solves the challenge of frameaccurately handling virtual graphics during any camera
transition. For hard, soft-cuts, and wipes the feature fully
automatically and without manual intervention by the
operator, activates and disables virtual graphics on the
program feed in a downstream workflow - every time, 100%
fail-safe.

For every sport
Viz Arena is incredibly versatile so that you can apply it to
every sport. No matter if the graphics need to be displayed
over the stands, completely unobtrusive beneath the players
in a stadium or court, on a racing track, or an uneven golf
course. The calibration process and graphics handling will
be identical, guaranteeing a consistent workflow, easy setup,
and minimal training for the operator.

Learn more at vizrt.com
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WHY VIZ ARENA

1

Unlock new
revenues
Multiply the performance
and commercial
potential of sponsoring
and live in-game virtual
advertising with more
assets and multiple
regionalized outputs.

2

Increase
viewer
engagement
Create immersive
viewing experiences with
descriptive live insights and
data visualizations to build
viewer loyalty and coverage
pick-up.

3

Results
oriented
Work with multilateral feeds
in a downstream workflow
from the broadcast center
to deliver AR content across
every match for higher
production value and leaner
operating costs

“
“

The fact that it is a software-based solution is the best thing about Viz
Arena. It was so easy to integrate with our existing systems, very easy to
learn and very straightforward. It’s actually a lot more straightforward
than we had anticipated.

Grace Dinan, Design Operations Lead at RTÉ

Our fans crave real-time data during races that help tell the story
unfolding on the track. It’s as important as the race itself. Viz Arena
helps us deliver that in a visually compelling way that brings even more
excitement to our viewing audience.

Sergi Sendra, Senior Director, Media Content, Technical and Production Departments at Dorna

Learn more at vizrt.com
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About Vizrt
Vizrt® is the world’s leading provider of innovative visual storytelling tools for media content
creators in broadcast, enterprise, or new media – unlocking the power of a story for all.
Vizrt offers market-defining software-based solutions for real-time 3D graphics, video playout,
studio automation, sports analysis, media asset management, and journalist story tools.
Vizrt offers Flexible Access to our workflows, and our platforms integrate with third-party
products because we believe in enabling our customers’ success, giving them the right tool for the
job, and accelerating their creative excellence.
More than three billion people watch stories told by Vizrt customers everyday including from
media companies such as CNN, CBS, NBC, Fox, BBC, Sky Group, Al Jazeera, NDR, ZDF, Network 18,
Tencent, and many more.

Learn more at vizrt.com
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